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MASTERING LEADERSHIP
AND SUPERVISORY SKILLS

Leadership Emerging As a Stronger Leader

Effective leaders change their style of leadership to fit the situation or the group. They realize that certain traits or
skills contribute to effectiveness, and how to strive for that end. And they know the pitfalls to avoid and the
techniques to employ to emerge as a strong leader.

Too often, individuals never gain traction because they assume the authority associated with the position is enough to
get things done. For example, when a new manager is appointed, one of the early challenges is to emerge as the
leader. Not only does one have to get the respect of direct reports, but one must establish enduring relationships with
peers.

This session presents a number of proven approaches to increase your leadership effectiveness.

Description:

4
334 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Leadership Delegating To Control the Work Flow

One never gets too good at the art of delegation. Smart bosses walk the middle ground between doing it all
themselves and assigning all the work to others. For example, they know how to fairly distribute the workload among
subordinates while assigning and monitoring the task. They realize the difference between high value work which
they must do and lower value work that can be given to another. This session examines how to distribute the work to
subordinates while assigning and monitoring the task.

Description:

4
324 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Leadership Coaching: Building Complex Skills in Others

Sustainable competitive advantage rest on assumption that the organization that improves the fastest will win the race
for market share and profits. And this requires that executives get involved in growing knowledge and skills.

Training dollars are often wasted since the individuals going through a training program never did learn how to learn
and the organization fails to setup mechanisms for the application of new ideas. Cost effective training and on-the-job
coaching require the use of as many cognitive and behavioral techniques as possible. It also means that for those
learning a skill, they must desire to do it, commit to the necessary practice, and show a willingness to ask for
feedback.

Discover the tried and true methods to build individual and group skills and know what skills best predict executive
success.

Description:

3
393 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Leadership Turning Conflict Into Cooperation

Being an effective leader requires one to deal with the conflicts that are part of organizational life. Ignoring conflict
risks a cycle of escalation that leads to poor morale, low job satisfaction, rising grievances, escalating hostilities and
heated arguments. Leaders know how to manage, moderate and mediate the conflicts that occur between individuals
and groups to encourage cooperation.

Description:

3
283 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Leadership The Foundations For Effective Leadership

Like all skills, leadership rests on a foundation of theory that offers clear insight into what followers will, and will not
accept. This session presents a number of different approaches to becoming more effective at the art of leadership. It
also presents several methods for assessing individual styles.Description:

4
334 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours
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Leadership How To Coach

Today more and more organizations are expecting their managers to function like coaches instead of a traditional
supervisor.  For employees to appreciate in value, individuals must continually upgrade knowledge and skills. Study
what famous coaches have said and done to have high performance teams. Learn proven techniques that helps
individuals more quickly master new learning.

Description:

3
393 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Leadership Running Top-Drawer Meetings

Wasted time in meetings is like high blood pressure—it can prove fatal unless corrected. Without following a strong
meeting process, organizations hemorrhage away the one resource that can never be recaptured—time. It is not
unusual for meeting participants to admit that between 40 to 50% of the time spent in meetings is wasted. Yet these
costs never appear on the balance sheet even though they can amount to hundreds of thousands or even millions of
dollars a year in lost employee productivity. Discover how to better manage the three stages of a meeting and utilize
tools to evaluate meeting effectiveness.

Description:

4
234 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Leadership Influence At Work: The 9 Pillars of  Power

Unfortunately, too many individuals depend too much on their authority—a limited source of power that doesn’t
work well on peers and the boss. Consequently, they fail to get the results they want.

Further, too many managers rely on positional influence, rather than personal influence— something that can be
grown and expanded. And they act selfishly like dragons guarding the gold; rather than socially, like philanthropists
spending the wealth of their influence  benefiting others and gaining more as a result.

This workshop aims to expand one’s knowledge and provide practical influence techniques. It presents different
ways to increase influence to match one’s responsibilities.

Description:

7
387 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Leadership The Key Knowledge and Skills of Executives

Excelling at the game of business requires a number of skills. This course looks at the sets of
skills required by those who wish to own a business or become on executive. Assess your own
abilities in several different areas. Competitive, growing organizations require highly effective managers.
Success in business in more than just hard work‚ it's knowing what knowledge and skills are critical to building
strong organizations.  Discover the major skills and knowledge domains that smart executives master.

Description:

2
122 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Leadership Setting Sound Goals and Objectives

It has long been known that goals enhance individual, group and organizational  performance. Goals are powerful
ways of defining expectations. They serve as a means of focusing both individual and group efforts by setting
priorities that separate the wheat from the chaff. Learn how to set goals that increase commitment and buy-in.Description:

4
254 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Leadership The Essential Guide to Transformational Leadership

Leaders have two fundamental orientations regarding change. They:
     a. Act to maintain the status quo, or
     b. Seek to change the existing nature of things.

Of the two orientations, organizations must strive to grow leaders who can transform the existing nature of
things so that organizations can adapt and prosper in times of rapid change.

This will not be easy. As Niccolo Machiavelli observed in the 15th Century, “There is nothing more difficult to take
in hand, more perilous to conduct, or more uncertain in its success, than to take the lead in the introduction of a new
order of things.”

This session focuses what drives success and reduces failure as a transformational leader.

Description:

4
254 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours
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Leadership The Supervisor’ s Roles And Responsibilities

The model for today’s supervisory is changing. From the firm disciplinarian and authoritarian figure, many
companies are moving to a model stressing participatory decision making, group facilitation and coaching skills.
Discover what companies expect from their supervisors.Description:

2
162 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Leadership Practical Counseling Techniques

Supervisors and managers find it very difficult to set the tone when they must point out a performance problem.
Either they come off too strong and authoritative or too weak and forgiving. Learn a number of different patterns one
can use to decrease problem behavior.Description:

3
163 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Leadership  Setting Positive Expectations of the Future

One effective business leaders can can inspire a shared vision. Yet, this seemingly simple word inspires a great deal
of confusion. See and hear what experts say about developing an individual vision and work on your own.

Description:

2
162 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Leadership Sensing Opportunity

Since one cannot see the wind, one must observe the trees. In the world of business, this means that leaders must
sense the changing wind of opportunity earlier than competitors.

Taking advantage of opportunities and developing effective strategies are critical components for success.  As Henry
Ford, one of the great industrialists of the last century once commented, “A generation ago there were a thousand
men to every opportunity, while today there are a thousand opportunities to every man.”

Successful executives develop a presence of mind that can separate genuine opportunities from the many business
ideas that sooner or later dead end. It typically takes, many business ideas to come up with a few opportunities.
Learn the screening criteria that helps one to determine if an idea is really a business opportunity.

Description:

1
201 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Leadership Projecting Charisma: Turning Subordinates Into

Throughout history, there have been leaders who have been larger than life—they generate followers, some of whom
follow the leader’s example long after that person has died.

Not only do the truly great know how to act in a charismatic fashion, but  they have an ethically sound philosophy
that helps attract people to them. and have learned the difference between wisdom and knowledge.

We will study great leaders who have made their mark on history—political leaders such as: Gandhi and Martin
Luther King, and charismatic business leaders such as Steve Jobs. And we will focus on the behaviors necessary to
be perceived as charismatic by others.

Description:

6
606 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Leadership Reach For the Stars:

A true transformational leader works at two levels:

     a. An external focus dedicated to influencing others to improve their performance, and
     b. An internal focus designed to transform the Self to better lead others.

Of the two challenges, the second one is the toughest: turning a better than average mind into a truly exceptional one.

This package contains a description of fourteen live one-day workshops that serve as the basis for developing both
greater influence ability and increased self-mastery.

Description:

5
285 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours
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Leadership  Influence At Work

This workshop aims to expand one’s knowledge of how to influence others.

It’s long been know that leader’s must exercise influence to be effective. Unfortunately, too many executives over
rely on their authority—a limited source of power that doesn’t work on peers and the boss.

Too many managers rely on positional influence, rather than personal influence— something that can be grown and
expanded. And they act selfishly, rather than socially like philanthropists spending their influence to benefit others.

Learn  tactics for increasing personal influence without relying on authority.

Description:

7
387 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Leadership Developing, Maintaining and Repairing

Executives tend to be hard drivers who are task oriented. But this admirable strength covers an important
weakness—a lack of focus on developing relationships, what some call social capital. And poor relationships is one
of the leading factors causing promising careers to self-destruct.

Developing sound relationships presents many benefits. Employees all want to work with someone they like. They
only listen to those they trust. They want to work for someone who has credibility and integrity. And they prefer to
work with someone who has the empathic skills to deal with their less desirable emotions. And of course, one cannot
exercise influence through persuasion if the relationship is not sound.

This workshop focuses on the skills required to get along to with those who are important in our life.

Description:

3
183 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Leadership Using Mental and Physical Practice to Perfect

Mental practice is as powerful as physical practice in building skills—most sports psychologists recommend both.

Despite its importance, few understand how to use the mind to build skills. This results in a tremendous loss of
training dollars and a tremendous amount of lost skills never perfected.

This is an applied class. There is a great deal of built in practice time to be able to try out the new learning. Learn
how to use mental imagery to develop skills, access resource states, learn new behaviors faster and enhance the
effectiveness of training programs you attend.

Description:

3
153 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Leadership Choosing The Right Leadership Style

Individuals have a tendency to develop certain habits that they repeat over and over again. Leaders do the same when
it comes to preferring a certain leadership style when dealing with individuals. However, if one lacks flexibility in
dealing with individuals or situations, this default leadership style runs the risk of being ineffective. Discover about
styles and how to best choose one.

Description:

3
183 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Total : 78 572
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